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While conventional malware detection approaches increasingly fail,
modern heuristic strategies often perform dynamically, which is not possible in
many applications due to related effort and the quantity of files.
Based on existing work from [1] and [2] we analyse an approach towards statis
tical malware detection of PE executables. One benefit is its simplicity (evaluat
ing 23 static features with moderate resource constrains), so it might support the
application on large file amounts, e.g. for network operators or a posteriori
analyses in archival systems. After identifying promising features and their
typical values, a custom hypothesis based classification model and a statistical
classification approach using the WEKA machine learning tool [3] are gener
ated and evaluated. The results of large scale classifications are compared
showing that the custom, hypothesis based approach performs better on the
chosen setup than the general purpose statistical algorithms. Concluding, mali
cious samples often have special characteristics so existing malware scanners
can effectively be supported.
static malware detection, adaptive classification, high scalability,
comparison of hypothesis based and statistical classification

Along with the capability of modern IT, also the spectrum of malicious software
(malware) has grown more and more complex during the last decades. Current trends
are the infiltration of secured connections at the client side (e.g. in online banking) or
the extension to the so called “Web 2.0”. Measures for detection (e.g. conventional
signature based approaches) and prevention are increasingly bypassed or disabled. An
upcoming challenge is malware detection in vast number of files. Due to performance
issues, new algorithms are required to provide fast offline analyses. As a preselection
measure, these can support existing detection algorithms, which are potentially more
precise but significantly more time consuming. Conceivable application scenarios are
malware scans by network operators (performing live in real time), a posteriori analy
ses in archival systems (to scan for malware which was not detectable at archival

time) or computer forensic investigations that are increasingly performed after inci
dents and typically need to identify suspicious candidates from a vast number of files.
Due to the static context of all these scenarios (the candidate files are not executed),
utilising upcoming heuristic, behaviour based approaches is difficult (since these
usually require inspecting the dynamic execution of the code in an isolated environ
ment and are more time consuming). Therefore the optimal strategy for this scenario
would be a heuristic approach, which limits itself to the evaluation of
features.
The aim of this work is the detection of malicious code based on statistical proper
ties of executable files. On the example of the Windows PE format, a new prototype
for statistical analyses is created, that extracts features of such files which can be
obtained statically. This is extended by an adaptive, heuristical classification scheme
which is hypothesis based and can be adjusted for different application scenarios. We
also test existing, statistical pattern recognition based classification algorithms to
compare their accuracy. Also the combination with commercial products is deter
mined. This way, an additional tool for malware classification is examined, which
might also be useful to support and extend existing approaches.
In section 2, we introduce the relevant subset (Windows PE compliant files) con
sidered in our investigations. Section 3 describes our new approach and introduces the
selected features being evaluated. A hypothesis based and a pattern recognition based
classification scheme are explained. In section 4, the test setup is introduced and the
results of the classifications in practical large scale test are presented and compared.
Section 5 concludes this paper and presents a short outlook.
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Today, the number of available representations of malicious code nearly equals the
number of the various regular code forms in our modern IT environments. In general,
code representations can be divided into natively executable code and interpreted
code. Both can be categorised into different subclasses. Native code (also malicious)
can appear in the form of self sustaining programs or (not directly executable) code
libraries. In the context of exploits, native malicious code can also be embedded into
nearly arbitrary cover media. Also the wide spectrum of interpreted code ranging
from simple textual script languages to complete programs in intermediate language
notations being executed by interpreters or Just In Time Compilers offers multifac
eted ways to attackers to create malicious functionality. With respect to the context of
web technologies, code representations can also be distinguished by means of their
execution on the client or the server side. Especially in the context of the emerging
“Web 2.0”, the variety of code representations in the web technology domain is con
stantly growing. While the ideal solution for our practical implementation would have
been a generic solution covering malicious code in all of these representations, we
have to limit ourselves within this paper to a manageable subset of this wide spec
trum. The most relevant reason is that some of these classes notably differ in their
basic structure so the acquisition of common properties suitable for the classification
would be very challenging. So we have to choose a compromise covering a relevant
subset from the variety of code representations which can be evaluated comparably on

a preferably wide range of common features. Also the
of respec
tive malicious code is an important requirement; for example a significant prevalence
of respective malicious code is required in order to acquire sufficiently broad training
and test sets.
Trading off these factors we first decided for the examination of native code represen
tations having a very high prevalence and practical relevance today. Although inter
preted representations have an increasing importance, these classes still have a much
higher diversity which is the reason why we reserve them for future research. From
the subclasses of native codes we decided for binary executables in Microsoft’s Port
able Executable (PE) format. One important reason is the high availability of respec
tive reference code, since files in the PE format represent the biggest fraction of to
day’s malicious code and also a sufficient number of non malicious samples can be
gathered without much effort as well, so the acquisition of appropriate training and
test sets is realistic. Furthermore, the PE format is well documented [4] and relevant
for programs and libraries on different kinds of systems (on PCs as well as on embed
ded systems like game consoles, PDAs, mobile phones or automotive devices).
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As stated in the introduction, the chosen approach is to perform a statistical evaluation
of structural features of binary PE files. This heuristic approach on static features is
expected to be a reasonable addition to former static approaches (since heuristic de
tection strategies today frequently rely on dynamic evaluations).
The approach is based on the assumption that many malicious code files contain
structural indications which could lead to a successful identification in automated
classifications. Some potential reasons we expect to cause such indications are:
Structural changes performed by malicious code when bound to an existing
(previously non malicious) binary
Binaries built by malicious code generators having characteristic structural dif
ferences compared to programs built in commercial development environ
ments (e.g. non conformance to the PE specifications in certain issues which
are not affecting its ability to be executed)
General malicious code to which characteristic packers, encrypters or other ob
fuscations have been applied
Structural abnormalities caused by low level programming techniques
Characteristic functional features of malicious code, e.g. the inclusion of criti
cal combinations of API functions
Messages left by the malware authors (usually text strings)
Based on this assumption, our investigations and practical examinations follow a 4
step scheme:
Based on existing work (e.g. in [5], [6] [7] and [8]),
44 potentially suited attributes Ai are identified, which can be extracted from PE files
for malware classification purposes. To cover a wide spectrum of potential indications

for the presence of malicious code, different domains of PE files have to be covered.
Therefore, characteristics from different domains1 are selected:
• The outer file structure with several information from the main file headers (DOS
header, PE headers), the inner file structure with the sections (information from
their individual headers as well as the content within and between them)
• Some overall properties (like file entropy or contained string fragments) as well
as functional aspects (e.g. scans for program flow redirection or statistically rele
vant combinations of imported functions).
In summary, 44 potential attributes are selected from these two domains. To remove
unsuitable features, a 2 step feature reduction is performed on this basis (as results of
this feature reduction step, the final features are introduced in section 4.2).
As part of the theoretical concept,
formulas are developed to describe the malware probability for each feature presenta
tion as well as a quality measure for each feature. This is introduced in subsection 3.1.
Using a training set (see subsection 4.1
for details) we determine the relative occurrence of all feature presentations among
non malicious and malicious samples. The result is a statistic model describing the
distributions of feature presentations, resulting quality measures as estimation for the
discrimination of the features.
A prototype is implemented
evaluating the selected attributes to decide for each sample if it is expected to be non
malicious or malicious. Based on two test sets (see subsection 4.1 for details), the
prototype is evaluated and optimised with respect to the detection rates. The custom,
hypothesis based classification scheme is introduced in subsection 3.3 while the sta
tistical pattern recognition based classification algorithms, which is used for compari
son, is introduced in subsection 3.4..
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Our formal model is based on the distribution of non malicious and malicious pro
grams in general, where P(s) describes the general frequency of malicious programs S
and 1 P(s) the frequency of the non malicious programs N. With respect to a given
feature Ai and a certain feature presentation ai,j (a sample’s value of feature j on at
tribute i), its probability of occurrence P(ai,j) can be calculated from the measured
occurrences PS(ai,j) and PN(ai,j) of the feature presentation among non malicious and
malicious code samples in training, respectively:
( , ) = ( , ) * ( ) + ( , ) * (1 − ( ))
(1)
Whenever a certain feature presentation is found within a given sample, its condi
tional malware probability can be determined:
( , )⋅ ( )
( | , )=
(2)
( , )
1

Some of the available features can be heavily influenced by the use of runtime packers or
crypters. However, as the evaluation (also see section 4) confirmed, most certain packers or
crypters are preferably used for malicious (or vice versa non malicious) programs which is
also respected by the approach.

Based on this, a discrimination measure for feature presentations D(ai,j) is defined. It
results from the absolute value of the difference between the conditional malware
probability and the general probability of malware:
( , )* ( )
− ( )|
( , ) =| ( | , ) − ( ) | =|
(3)
( , )
Where P(s|ai,j) is the probability of s, given ai,j.
Finally, the quality measure of features (attributes) 0≤Q(Ai)≤100 is described by
the proportionately added discrimination measures of its feature presentations multi
plied by a normalisation factor of 100/P(s). Within our work, we exemplarily assume
P(s) having a value of 0.5 (i.e. there is no bias toward one of the two classes), so the
normalisation factor is 200:
( ) = 200 * [ ( ,1 ) * ( ,1 ) + ( , 2 ) * ( , 2 ) + ... + ( , ) * ( , )]
(4)
A value of 0.5 has the advantage that the detection starts from a neutral position, so
for each individual file there is no a priory tendency in any direction. Also practical
aspects might justify this choice, e.g. if previous measures like whitelists already
reduced the amount of non malicious test samples significantly. However, other val
ues for P(s) are possible as well, only the normalisation factor in the formula given
above would differ.
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For the demonstration of the feature quality assessment we use the number of PE
sections as an exemplary attribute. The examination of their distribution among non
malicious and malicious software samples reveals, that most malicious code training
samples have a number of 3 sections (47.2%) while this holds true for non malicious
training samples in only 10.9% of all cases. Figure 1 shows a graphical illustration of
the distribution of the detected section numbers.

'(

Distribution of PE section count in training files

After the inspection of these values in the malicious and non malicious samples from
the training set, for each attribute certain cosets of feature presentations are defined.
This is done in a way that the assignment of the evaluation subjects to these classes
into non malicious and malicious software is as discriminative as possible. With ref
erence to the exemplary feature of the section count in the PE file, the optimal quality
for three cosets is reached when the first feature presentation covers files with 0 3
sections (general occurrence probability 0.38), the second one files with 4 7 sections
(general occurrence probability 0.55) and the third one files with 8 and more sections
(general occurrence probability 0.29). These three feature presentations have malware
probabilities P(s|ai,j) of 0.78, 0.27 and 0.79 percent, respectively. The calculated qual
ity measure for this feature is Q(Ai)=50.
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Respecting the class assignments (malicious / non malicious) of the test samples
and the contents of their extracted feature vectors, a hypothesis based classification
model is created. For this purpose, the distributions of the feature presentations are
calculated to determine the malware probabilities P(s|ai,j) introduced in subsection 3.1:
for each attribute value the malware probability P(s|ai,j) of its occurrence is deter
mined (see subsection 3.2) from the training set, i.e. the statistical distributions ob
tained in training are used to test how characteristic each value is for malware.
For the classification of each file the 23 listed features are extracted. Since the real
class assignments are known, these can be used to assess the classification’s preci
sion. To get stable (and sequence independent) classification results, the actual classi
fication is performed as hypothesis testing, using the null hypothesis that the sample
is non malicious and the alternative hypothesis that the file is malicious. Out of sev
eral approaches discussed and compared in [1], the best performing approach uses a
point system for weighting. If the malware probability P(s|ai,j) for the determined
feature presentation is above a threshold SC of 60%, 1 point is granted for each addi
tional exceedance by 1% (resulting in a maximal score of 40 points per attribute). To
illustrate this by an example: During the analysis of the current sample file, the 3rd
attribute (“number of sections”, see subsection 3.2) is being evaluated. Given the file
has two PE sections, its feature presentation is class 1 (0 3 sections). As explained in
subsection 3.2, this feature presentation has a malware probability P(s|a3,1) of 0.78.
This malware probability exceeds the threshold SC by 0.18, which means 18 points
are added to the total score of the sample file.
This way, points are assigned and summed up for each of the 23 attributes of the
current file, whereas a high point count indicates a high probability of malicious
properties. The actual test is performed by the comparison of the total score with a
threshold SS. At this point, the assignment to the null or the alternative hypothesis is
done. The threshold value is freely adjustable and can be optimised for different ap
plication scenarios using the testing results (as shown in the results in subsection 4.3).
Continuing the example from above, after evaluating all 23 attributes the sample
file might have been reached a total score of 78 points. If this exceeds the threshold SS
(e.g. 48), the file is finally classified as malicious.
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To compare and assess the results achieved with the hypothesis based classification
scheme, we investigate the use of alternate classification solutions. This evaluation is
performed by feeding the acquired feature vectors from the training and test samples
as respective input for more common or established classification algorithms.
First, we estimate expectable results by having a closer look at the feature vectors
of all samples from the training and both test sets, obtained using our prototype.
Every sample’s feature vector contains 23 elements, each specifying the extracted
feature presentation for the respective attribute. We determined the cardinal number
of distinct feature vectors by removing duplicates. The results are presented and dis
cussed in subsection 4.4.

For the actual classification tasks, we use the WEKA machine learning tool [3] and
explicitly supply the training set and the test sets 1 and 2. From WEKA's broad range
of classification algorithms, we select on the basis of initial tests: Simple Logistic [9]
(regression models), Naïve Bayes [10], J48 [11] (decision tree), AdaBoostM1 [12],
SMO (a multi class SVM construct) and IB1 (1 nearest neighbour). All classifiers are
evaluated with their default parameters, the results are presented in subsection 4.2.
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This section presents the test setup (subsection 4.1) and the results of the feature re
duction (subsection 4.2) and both introduced classification approaches (subsections
4.3 and 4.4). Finally, an interpretation of the results is given in subsection 4.5.
,
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A collection of around 7,200 malicious samples (provided by a project partner) and
another collection of 15,000 non malicious files (collected from different sources)
were divided to yield two distinct sets for training and test. The training set consists of
5,387 malicious and 10,576 non malicious samples at a total size of 2.18 GB while
the test set contains 1,690 malicious and 4,334 non malicious samples at a total size
of 3.75 GB. To assess the generalisation of the results, another test set is added (re
ferred to as test set 2) consisting of 10,302 malicious samples from a web collection.
,
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During the Design of potential features (section 3), 44 considered features have been
identified. This set of potential attributes has been reduced in two steps:
After this first, theoretic step, first practical evaluations have shown 6 of the consid
ered features as inappropriate.
In the second step, the remaining 38 attributes were assessed as potentially charac
teristic features. The second, final reduction was performed after the
!
"#. As introduced in subsection 3.1 and exempli
fied in subsection 3.2, the feature qualities Q(Ai) have been determined for these 38
attributes. This was performed in a training phase, where PE files from the training set
have undergone a feature extraction. As result of the feature reduction, all attributes
with a determined feature Quality Q(Ai)≥14 are considered as useful for anomaly
detection. Table 1 lists short descriptions of these 23 most characteristic features with
their quality values obtained during the evaluation on the training set (see [1] for a
more extensive documentation). For most attributes 2 or 3 feature presentations are
defined. In some cases 4 and (in 1 case) 10 of such cosets have shown to be the most
promising configuration. These 23 features have been chosen for the classification
tests with the heuristic prototype and the two introduced classification schemes.

-

Attributes chosen for anomaly detection with their feature qualities Q(Ai)

Attribute
1 DOSHeader/StandardValues
2 DOSHeader/lfanew
3 FileHeader/NumberOfSections
4 FileHeader/PointerToSymbolTable
5 FileHeader/SizeOfOptionalHeader
6 OptionalHeader/SizeOfCode
7 OptionalHeader/SizeOfInitialisedData
8 OptionalHeader/SizeOfUnitialisedData
9 OptionalHeader/AddressOfEntryPoint
10 OptionalHeader/BaseOfCode& Data
11 OptionalHeader/BaseOfCode
12 OptionalHeader/MajorImageVersion
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Q Attribute
19 13 OptionalHeader/Checksum
35 14 OptionalHeader/NumberOfDataDirectories
50 15 OptionalHeader/DataDirectory/ImportTable
19 16 SectionHeader/Name
14 17 SectionHeader/PointerToRawData
68 18 SectionHeader/PointerToRelocations, lineNos.
46 19 SectionHeader/Characteristics
21 20 Sections/CodeRedirection
21 ImportTable
.
61 22 FileStringSearch
53 23 FileEntropy
61

Q
53
14
36
70
14
14
67
15
55
60
67

(

Table 2 lists the detection and error rates at different thresholds. For a balanced com
promise between the detection rates on both test sets, an optimal threshold of SS=43 is
identified, where the best average detection rate among both test sets (85% and 81%,
respectively) is achieved. The false negatives rate (FNR) at this threshold is 1% for
test set 1 and 18% for test set 2 with a false positives rate (FPR) of 14% for test set 1
(remarks: Here, FPR and FNR cover all possible errors, therefore detection rate +
FPR + FNR =100%, even when test set 2s FPR must be equal to 0 in all cases since it
only consists of malicious samples). For the files in both test sets, Figure 2 illustrates
the distribution of the total point scores of all samples. For each possible point score
(max score of 920 points = 23 attributes * 40 max. points). Malicious samples of both
test sets mainly occur in the right part while most non malicious samples are present
in the left part. A problematic range can be identified at total scores between 27 and
63 points, where a significant overlap of non malicious and malicious samples exists.

'(

Distribution of total scores in the test sets (smoothed)

The adjustable threshold allows configuring the prototype with respect to its detection
performance. Table 2 shows the detection rates for 7 exemplary threshold values
together with the respective FNR and FPR (where available) values. Depending on
the focus of the classification, the precision can be freely tuned. For example, by
using a low threshold it is possible to achieve a high detection rate of malicious sam
ples accepting a higher FPR. Or the prototype can be configured to achieve a low
number of false alarms (using higher thresholds). This flexibility allows a free cus
tomisation of the prototype for a given application scenario. For an end user protec
tion system, a low FPR might be intended while in a high security environment or a
pre selection process for further scanning a low FNR should be more important.
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Detection and error rates for test sets 1 and 2
Exemplary
threshold
SS = 10
SS = 17
SS = 27
SS = 43
SS = 63
SS = 84
SS = 156

Test set 1
Detection rate
FNR
47.5%
// 0
58.4%
0.03%
66.8%
0.1%
85.0%
0.7%
88.4%
1.6%
2.7%
1 20
91.2%
7.9%

FPR
52.4%
41.6%
33.1%
14.3%
9.99%
4.8%
/ 10

Test set 2
Detection rate
FNR
11 .0
/ %0
96.6%
3.4%
92.3%
7.7%
81.6%
18.4%
73.7%
26.3%
63.1%
36.9%
40.4%
59.6%

The described malware classification approach can be utilised to support existing
mechanisms. We analysed this ability with reference to the two antivirus products
$
and %
&
$
. First we scan our test sets with
these products to compare their results with the result of our heuristic, hypothesis
based approach. We furthermore analyse the capability of our approach to extend
such existing scanning tools. Table 3 shows the results of both commercial scanners
using all signatures available at the time of the test (January 2009).
-

% Classification accuracies of two commercial scanners
Test set 1

malicious samples
non malicious samples
malicious samples

Test set 2

Avira AntiVir
83,4%
//4/0
97,5%

Kaspersky
3,4/0
99,7%
11410

As common for signature based methods, the tested antivirus products have a FPR
close to zero. While this is very satisfying, the FNR for test set 1 is relatively high, i.e.
a lot of malicious samples are not detected. One interesting aspect of these results is
that the hypothesis based classification approach performs quite well on these files
because obfuscation techniques have been applied to many of the malware samples
from test set 1 (taken from the wild), leading to characteristic changes. On the other
hand it has difficulties on test set 2 containing relatively clean malware samples from
a web collection. A combination of both approaches might therefore be reasonable,
which we analysed by feeding malware not detected by the commercial scanners to
our prototype (using the hypothesis based classification strategy).
-

, Results on malicious files not detected using signatures
Test set
Avira
Kaspersky

1
2
1
2

Undetected malware Detection rates (prototype) on
(signature based)
these files
281
1%450
254
78,7%
92,6%
./
3
//4/0

The results in Table 4 show, that the subsequent addition of our prototype can achieve
a clear increase of the detection rates up to 15.5% on the cost of an FPR of 15% (bal
anced threshold of SS=43). In scenarios where only an FPR of 1% is acceptable
(SS=156), still an increase of the detection rate by 9.4% would be possible. In scenar
ios like a high performance pre selection of potential malware for more exact but also

more expensive scans (which rather require a low FNR), a hybrid implementation of
the evaluated signature based scanners and our heuristic prototype could be applied as
well. E.g., at the thresholds of SS=43 and SS=10, at least 99% (99.6%) of all malicious
samples would be classified correctly at the cost of an FPR of 15% (52%). In princi
ple, the order of application could also be inverted due to the commutativity of both,
independent approaches. While the overall FPR remains the same (in the worst case it
can be expected to be the sum of both individual FPRs when both systems detect a
distinct set of false positives), it might be better to apply the faster scanner first.
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As described in subsection 4.2 we first remove all duplicates from the set of all fea
ture vectors because these are redundant for the statistical pattern recognition. This
paragraph presents the results from the analysis of the distinct feature vector sets.
From the training set (15,963 samples) 1,241 distinct feature vectors have been re
trieved. The feature vectors obtained from test set 1 (6,024 samples) and test set 2
(10,302 samples) could be reduced to 796 and 1,460 distinct feature vectors, respec
tively. Within the classification of the first test set, 546 distinct feature vectors appear
that are already known from training, while the other 250 feature vectors have not
been observed before. As a first pre estimation, around 546/796 feature vectors
(68.6%) should be classified correctly. Since we face a 2 class problem, about 125 of
the 250 unknown feature vectors can be expected to be classified correctly (right
guesses), so a total classification accuracy of ca. 84.3% (671/796) can be expected.
For test set 2 having far more unknown feature vectors (1,224) than ones known
from training (236) the estimated classification accuracy can equivalently be deter
mined around 58.1% (848/1460).
Table 5 shows the results of the tests with WEKA’s classifiers. The values con
tained in the second column (error on training data) describe the efficiency of the
model generation using the respective algorithm. They can be interpreted as the
maximum precision which can be expected as achievable detection rates within real
tests. The last two columns contain their classification accuracies as measured in the
tests on test set 1 and 2, respectively.
-

2 Classification accuracies of the statistical classifiers
Classifier
SimpleLogistic
NaiveBayes
J48
AdaBoostM1
SMO
IB1

Training set
85.64%
81.13%
33 1 0
83.88%
84.95%
88.62%

Test set 1
83.37%
80.64%
85.27%
83.73%
82.42%
3. 2%0

Test set 2
62.74%
64.11%
5. ,/0
49.79%
61.78%
50.55%

The results of the tests with the statistical pattern recognition strategies (Table 5)
show that these do not achieve a significantly better precision in malicious code de
tection compared to the hypothesis testing based approach (Table 2). On test set 1, the
hypothesis testig based approach achieves a detection accuracy of 85.0% (balanced
mode; SS=43). On this test set, all except 2 established algorithms achieve worse

results: One exception is the J48 algorithm which is performing slightly better
(0.27%), the other one is IB1 achieving a gain of 2.53%. However, all tested estab
lished algorithms have clear drawbacks on test set 2: The achieved results are between
14.2% and 33.8% below the results of the hypothesis based approach (81.6%).
Out of the classification algorithms tested from WEKA, the J48 achieved the best
general performance on our malware detection task. An exemplarily performed attrib
ute selection on this classifier using WEKAs attribute selection mechanisms (here
CfsSubsetEval evaluation using BestFirst search with default parameters for details
see [3]) showed that nine out of the 23 attributes are responsible for more than 94% of
the classification accuracy achieved (see Table 6). The attributes selected as being
useful are feature no. 2, 3, 6, 9, 10, 12, 13, 22, 23 (see Table 1 for their short descrip
tions and their calculated quality values). These results closely match the results ob
tained by using our quality measure Q(Ai).
-

5 J48 classification accuracy using attribute selection
Classifier
J48 with 23 attributes
J48 with 9 attributes

,2

$

Training set
88.92%
88.92%

Test set 1
85.27%
84.68%

Test set 2
67.40%
63.36%

"

The tests done with the hypothesis based classification strategy (subsections 3.3/3.4)
show that the classification accuracy is clearly lower on test set 2. This is also evident
in the tests with the statistical classifiers (subsections 3.4/4.4) to an even greater ex
tent. A reason might be that the malicious code from test set 1 mostly contains obfus
cated in the wild samples provided by a project partner, while test set 2 contains less
obfuscated, relatively clean malware samples from an internet collection. In general,
while our heuristic approach on
features achieves high detection rates at above
90%, this accompanies high FPRs (see Table 2).
In comparison, the manually developed, hypothesis testing based classification strat
egy has a better overall performance compared with the statistical pattern recognition
approach. One important reason for the better performance might be that our hypothe
sis based approach better takes care of the distribution of certain feature presentations
amongst non malicious and malicious samples. It respects this knowledge provided
by P(s|ai,j) when assigning the penalty points. Since the statistical classification algo
rithms (subsections 3.4/4.4) only get input in form of distinct, raw feature vectors and
the respective class labels, these can not directly utilise such additional information.
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In this paper, we present results of a work on new approaches for malware detection
in static context. Based on the identification and evaluation of significant features
within PE files, a prototypical implementation has been created for feature acquisition
and sample classification.

The three major results of this paper are:
1. A new feature extractor for statistical analyses on PE files
2. A new application scenario adapted classification approach based on hypothe
sis testing, which allows by threshold adjusting for an optimisation of false
positive and false negative rates
3. The evaluation of the feature extractor and the classifier on large test sets,
leading to very good results, e.g. as a promising combination with commercial
antivirus products.
4. A direct comparison with statistical pattern recognition based classifications
shows that the hypothesis based scheme achieves a better overall accuracy.
One major advantage of the newly introduced classification approach is that it is scal
ing much better than any signature based approach or statistical pattern recognition
approach ever could. This is due to the fact that in the test phase of the classification
task (i.e. the deployment of the system) for each sample to be checked only one com
parison against the threshold SS has to be made, in contrast to a check against the
complete signature data base.
In future work, especially the appropriateness for generalisation of the test sets ac
quired for the practical evaluation could be analysed more intensely to further sub
stantiate the potential and restrictions of the approach. Also the extension to other
code representations, especially in the context of Web 2.0 technologies is a promising
topic for future research.
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